
Magical Girl Noir Jump (Fine I’ll use the 
damned terminology edition) 

+1000CP 

Identity 
1d8+14 for Age. Gender is Female or pay 50cp for Mahou Shonen 

Location 
Roll 2d8-1 

1. 2nd: Located in Britain. Theme is Holy Knights 

2. 4th: Location mobile (currently in North Africa). Theme is robotics. 

3. 6th: Located in Sydney. Theme is Beast Masters. 

4. 7th: Located in China. Theme is Meguca Sanctuary. 

5. 8th: Located in California Santa Destroy. Theme is Madness. 

6. 9th: Located in Mitakihara. Theme is cold-blooded professionals. 

7. 10th: Located in Tokyo. Theme is assholes. 

8. 12th: Located in Prague. Theme is Witch research. 

9. 13th: Located at sea (currently German coast). Theme is Mad Doctors. 

10. 14th: Located in Rome. Theme is Meguca Vatican. 

11. 16th: Located at sea (currently Mediterranean). Theme is Operators 

12. 17th: Located in Toronto. Theme is Norse mythology. 

13. 20th: Starting location is Russia (true base unknown). Theme is espionage. 

14. You contracted under either the 3rd or 15th Incubators, who have since become inactive. You 

may either seek out a new group to work with, or go rogue. 

15. Free Pick, anywhere in the world. 

Origin 
Drop-In: You were found, unconscious, inside a witch’s barrier. There’s no record of who you contracted 

with, or indeed any identification at all. Ultimately it will be up to you to find your place in this crazy 

world, but in the meantime people will be more tolerant of your shenanigans provided you do your job 

well.  

Eversor: Blades, Bludgeons, or maybe Bare Hands; whatever your tastes, you like getting up close and 

personal. You aren’t known for your subtlety, but you make up for that with physical ability far above 

other types of Meguca. 

Vindicare: Mankind didn’t go through all the trouble of inventing firearms for you to go smacking people 

with a chunk of metal, did they? Your senses and precision have been amplified to make the most out of 

ranged weapons. 

Callidus: We’re called Magical Girls for a reason. Admittedly you aren’t the fireballs and magic missiles 

type, but you can keep one step ahead of your opponents with a variety of illusions and sensory abilities. 



Culexus: You’re part of a unique class of Meguca, one that’s only appeared notably in recent years. Your 

powers seems to alter the flow of magic itself, disrupting witches and meguca alike. With time and 

talent you may access a number of other esoteric abilities, as well. 

Skills 
As always, 50% off for your specialty, and the first perk is free. 

Contracted (Free): Your body is just a vehicle anyways, right? On the plus side, your body can be pushed 

to its biological limit with relative ease, you can transform to exceed human limits and access magic-

channeling weapons, and with enough magical energy you can regenerate from total bodily annihilation. 

On the downside, you’re thrust into a system of paranoia and brutality, damage to your soulgem can 

insta-kill you, and running out of magic or feeling too much grief can result in a fate worse than death. 

Also, jumpers who have already taken the Madoka jump may import their soulgems into this jump at no 

cost. 

Rainy streets and Monologuing (Free): Sure you’re still probably adolescent here, but you’ve seen some 

shit and everybody knows it… or maybe people here just don’t care, who knows? Either way, expect to 

be treated like an adult when it comes time to drive a car, lead a security detail, or spend the evening 

nursing a cigar and a bottle of whiskey. As an extra bonus, the latter activity won’t cause any long-term 

health concerns for you. 

Drop-In 
Lovable Psychopath 100cp: Sure you might be vulgar, ill-tempered, and a generally unpleasant basket 

case, but people will generally be willing to put up with you if you do your job well enough. If you work 

well and be a decent human being, acceptance should come easily. 

Unorthodox Style 300cp: Better at adapting to unusual weapons or styles. 

Chosen of the Lady 600cp: Golden Weapon use. 

Eversor 
Swole 100cp: Improved physique. 

Shit-Brickhouse 300cp: Regeneration and Durability 

Gorenado! 600cp: Battle-Trance 

Vindicare 
Tactical 100cp: Situational Awareness 

Operator 300cp: Gunslinging 

Ready for Anything 600cp: Hammerspace 

Callidus 
Fog of Deception 100cp: Illusion Magic 

All Seeing Eye 300cp: Detection Magic 



Inner Universe 600cp: Temporary Constructs 

Culexus 
Arcane Disrupter (Free, Culexus Exclusive): Vomit Comet 

Neuro-arcane interface 300cp: Mind Dickery 

Strategic Prognostication 600cp: Prophecy 

Items 
Signature Weapon (1 Free Eversor and Vindicare, no Drop-In or Culexus) 100cp: This type of weapon is 

connected to your contract as a Meguca, when transformed you may empower and summon copies of 

this weapon using your magic.  

Eversor can pick any ‘proper’ melee weapon (yes to swords, no to 2x4s).  

Vindicare can pick either two handguns, a rifle/shotgun, or a bow. 

Callidus can choose concealable weapons, such as a handgun or knife. 

Hardsuit (Free Culexus) 200cp: To normal people, this might look like an intimidating set of leather biker 

gear; but those in the know recognize its true importance. These hardsuits act as a magical limiter, 

allowing Meguca with disruption (or other hazardous abilities) to safely interact with others. In addition 

the suit is designed to keep up in magical combat and provide full-body protection comparable to 

modern body armor. 

Custom Weapon (Discount drop-in) 400cp: Some meguca find their signature weapons to be lacking 

against the toughest of fights, thankfully  

Golden Weapon 600cp (discount Chosen of the Lady): An identical copy of a Golden Weapon, one of 20 

cursed, but powerful, artifacts created by Pinky. The spirit inhabiting this weapon appears to be you, 

from before all this. As a result this weapon has less of a corrupting influence on you, but calling on the 

spirit for assistance probably won’t help much. 

Cadre Armor 600cp (discount Vindicare): Meguca Power Armor 

Masterwork Weapon 600cp (discount Eversor) 

Drawbacks 
Sick Eye-patch +100cp: Too bad it costs you an eye. 

You had my Curiosity +200cp: Pinky is watching your adventures now. Commentary only. 

 ~Now you have my Attention +400cp: If you manage to piss her off, Pinky can now cause 

excruciating pain, send her followers to attack you, or even interfere with items from this jump. 

Office-Mancy +300cp: Your abilities aren’t actually that good in combat. While this may get you a good 

excuse to avoid dangerous missions, action does have a way of finding people here whether they like it 

or not. 


